hello. i would like to make a complaint about a section of road which was "fixed" yesterday. i got this email from the facebook page "fix our rural roads"

it is the harrow-balmoral road but up on the balmoral side. they were building up the shoulders and when finished there is not a lot of actual road left. right at the end of where it was "fixed" there is a huge pot hole in the road. lucky my mate who was driving knew where it was. there was no signs at all.

someone has to be done around here. the roads are getting worse.
we have flood recovery money in the west wimmera and it is just getting wasted with jobs not done properly and as far as i know.. the contractors are getting paid still. there needs to be a inquiry in to all this crap. enough is enough.

as a farmer as well as an online business owner, i pay more than enough tax and land rates and i don't really feel i get my fair share.

thanks..
jeffrey sambell